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Happy New Year!
At Animal Law Reform South Africa (ALRSA) we are excited for the possibilities
for 2021.
As we plan our initiatives and work, we wanted to take a look back at the highlights
from last year. While 2020 was undoubtedly full of challenges, we are proud of
our accomplishments, the support received and the organisations and individuals
that we work with.
Below is the !rst edition of "The Reformer" our Newsletter, with some of these
recent highlights.
We wish you all the best for 2021 and look forward to making positive changes for
animals, humans and the environment this year!
- All of us at ALRSA
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Legislative and Policy Reform

LEGISLATIVE AND
POLICY REFORM
High Level Panel Work
On 15 June 2020, Animal Law Reform South Africa
together with the EMS Foundation provided our
detailed Submission on the High Level Panel set up by
the Department of Environment, Forestry and
Fisheries to Review Policies, Legislation and Practices
on Matters Related to the Management, Breeding,
Hunting, Trade and Handling of Elephant, Lion,
Leopard and Rhinoceros and Related Matters.
On 6 October 2020, together with the EMS
Foundation, we presented our Submission to the High
Level Panel. We joined a number of other
organisations that represented animal welfare, rights
and protection.
On 31 October 2020, together with the EMS
Foundation, we submitted answers to additional
questions received from the High Level Panel arising
from our submission and presentation.
We are eager to receive the !ndings and
recommendations of the Panel and will keep you
updated of further developments in this regard.
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Legislative and Policy Reform

Meat Safety Act Submission
On 30 June 2020, together with the EMS Foundation,
we provided our comments on the proposed
amendments to Schedule 1 of the Meat Safety Act
2002 (“MSA”) to the Department of Agriculture,
Land Reform and Rural Development (“DALRRD”).

Animals Protection Amendment Act Submission
On 14 October 2020, we provided our comments on
the Proposed Draft Animals Protection Amendment
Bill. The Bill seeks to among other things, prohibit the
testing of cosmetics on animals as well as the sale and
manufacturing of cosmetics that are tested on animals.
We welcome the intention behind this Draft Bill and
support these e"orts. Our comments included
information that we believe may assist with the
content of the Draft Bill, certain resources as well as
some practical considerations as they pertain to the
Draft Bill and the enforcement thereof.

NEMLA Amendment Submission
On 31 July 2020, we provided a submission on the
proposed amendments in terms of the National
Environmental Management Laws Act Amendment
Bill (B14-2017) (“NEMLA”) to The Standing
Committee on Agriculture, Environmental A"airs
and Development Planning of the Western Cape
Provincial Parliament.
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Education and Research

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
Animal Law Webinar
In July 2020 we held our !rst Webinar entitled: “What
is Animal Law?”. The session was led by Professor
Joyce Tischler, co-founder of Animal Legal Defense
Fund and Professor of Practice at the Center for
Animal Law Studies at Lewis & Clark Law School. It
was attended by individuals from Africa, Europe,
America, Asia, North and South America and
Australia and covered various issues relating to animals
and the law!

Justice for Animals Publication
In July 2020, we released our very !rst publication
which was put together to assemble the fantastic work
and e"orts #owing from the 2019 Cape Town Animal
Conference. We are extremely grateful to have been
part of the Organising Collective for the Conference.
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Education and Research

Feature in “Unfair Game” by Lord Ashcroft
“Unfair Game” published on 16 June 2020 reveals the
shocking results of an undercover operation into
South Africa’s lion business by Lord Ashcroft. In this
powerful exposé, he highlights issues with captive
lions, including the increasing dangers to public
health, the impacts on wild lions, the cruelty involved
as well as economic and vested interests.

(Picture Credit: Unfair Game / Lord
Ashcroft: https://www.lordashcroft.com/
2020/03/unfair-game/)

ALRSA's Co-founder and Director, Amy P. Wilson
was interviewed as part of Lord Ashcroft’s inquiry and
provided information as to certain legal aspects of the
industry. In the book, Wilson notes the plethora of
issues with the current regulation of wildlife in South
Africa generally, as well as the underlying legal
circumstances that have allowed the captive-lion
industry to #ourish.
Importantly, she notes that because of these: “…wild
lions, once the pride of South Africa, have essentially
been reduced to agricultural animals”.

Ongoing Education and Research
Our directors have presented at various Conferences,
Webinars and other events and platforms on the
subjects of and related to animals and the law in South
Africa as well as internationally and have written in
online media on the subjects of animal law, human
rights and social justice. We are also pursuing
introducing Animal Law as a subject at South African
Universities and organising Symposiums and
Conferences - so watch this space!
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Litigation and Legal Services

LITIGATION AND
LEGAL SERVICES
Dairy Advertising Matter
We assisted members of the public in their matter
against a South African dairy company for their use of
the terms “#happycows” and “humane” in their
product promotion and advertising. This went to the
highest appeals body of the Advertising Regulatory
Board. While these complaints were dismissed by the
Advertising Regulatory Board Directorate, the
Appeals Committee disagreed with the
Directorate’s Ruling. In their decision, they state that:
“… The use of the phrases/words “#HappyCows” and
“humane” by Fair Cape in its advertising is in breach
of clause 4.1 and 4.2.1 of the Code [of Advertising
Practice]. …Fair Cape is instructed to withdraw the
phrases/words “#HappyCows” and “humane” from
its advertising in accordance with clause 15.3 and 15.5
of the Procedural Guide.” Read a Statement by one of
the complainants here.
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Litigation and Legal Services

Collaboration, Networks and Alliances
ALRSA is a proud member of a number of networks
and alliances and we work with e"ective and dedicated
organisations within South Africa, Africa and around
the world. Through these relationships, we collaborate
on letters, submissions, outreach, media, education
and other initiatives:
1. The Wildlife Animal Protection Forum
(WAPFSA)
2. Pro Elephant Network (PREN)
3. Lion Coalition Against Captive Predator Breeding
4. The Alliance for Animal Law in Asia
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We look forward to more opportunities
for Animal Law Reform in 2021.

If you would like to support our work, please
donate to us by making a payment into our
bank account:
Bank: Standard Bank
Account Number: 10109113126
Branch: Sandton City
Branch Code: 018105
Branch Code (Electronic Payments) 018105
SWIFT Address SBZA ZA JJ

For more of our Work, please check our
Website and follow our social media pages:
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